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Introduction: Read Me First
There are a variety of tools available for automatic detection of species on audio recordings.
Among these, perhaps the best known is the Wildlife Acoustics Song Scope platform, which uses
a “Hidden Markov Model” algorithm with carefully developed recognizers to detect species on
field recordings. After much consideration, we decided not to use Song Scope for the following
reasons:
1) Song Scope is a “black box”, and it is not clear exactly what the recognition algorithm
does.
2) Song Scope recognizers can only be built by many rounds of trial and error, and tweaking
numerous parameters. Building recognizers is an art, not a science.
3) Song Scope is not suitable for long term monitoring since regular software updates alter
the recognition algorithm and require complete reanalysis of all prior data to ensure
consistency.
4) Song Scope is expensive, especially for a program intended to run in a distributed fashion
with many people running analyses.
NETN staff and cooperators decided that the best approach would be to use simple algorithms
(spectral cross correlation and binary point matching). While these algorithms are perhaps not as
accurate as the latest software, they are easy to explain and visualize, have many fewer
parameters to worry about when trying to build templates, and have been shown to be accurate
for identifying many species. The approach can also be implemented on a free, widely used
platform (R), and because the basic algorithms are not being changed over time, old data does
not need to be reanalyzed unless a new species template is developed. The R platform and
package we have developed definitely has a learning curve, but so does the process of building
recognizers in Song Scope.
This SOP describes wildlife recording file management, the use of R for extracting sound events
from the recordings (turning digital sound files into ecological data), and archiving sound events.
Sound events from birds, frogs and other taxa are detected and classified using spectrogram cross
correlation and/or binary point matching. The resulting dataset is a times series of phenophase
detections. SOP 7 – Acoustic Template Creation describes the process of developing templates
used in this SOP.
Overview of full data collection and analysis process:
1. Determine the survey schedule and number of sites to monitor (see SOP 2 - Site Selection
and Set Up and SOP 6 - Deployment and Maintenance of Autonomous Recording Units).
2. Purchase or build suitable recorders, batteries, and recording media (see SOP 5 - Building
an Autonomous Recording Unit and SOP 6).
3. Set up a computer workstation to perform the sound processing, purchase sufficient local
disk storage or network disk storage (see SOP 11 - Data Management and QA/QC).
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4. Construct a MySQL database and local file system to store recordings and/or results
(herein and Appendix S8.A and S8.B; discuss with NETN data manager).
5. Determine maintenance interval based on survey schedule and battery and media capacity
(see SOP 6).
6. Install the recorders (see SOP 6).
7. Perform battery and media refreshes at established intervals (see SOP 6).
8. Convert recordings to wav format (herein).
9. Locate suitable template songs in the survey recordings, or record them with a directional
microphone, or purchase them from the McCaulay Library of Natural Sounds (discuss
with NETN; procedures outlined in SOP 7 - Acoustic Template Creation).
10. Use the R package to convert recordings to environmental data (herein)
11. Save csv files or upload results to the database (or both) (herein).
12. Archive the surveys or events (herein).
13. Optional: Human observer verifies the results (discuss with NETN; herein).
Software Programs Used
Sound detection is performed within R, “a freely available language and environment for
statistical computing and graphics” which can be downloaded from the Comprehensive R
Archive Network (http://cran.r-project.org/).
Before using R for spectrogram cross correlation or binary point matching, add these packages 1
to your R library:
1. tuneR
2. plyr
3. RODBC (for connecting R to a database)
4. seewave (optional for displaying spectrograms in R; has dependencies rgl, rpanel, fftw;
see http://rug.mnhn.fr/seewave/inst.html for solutions to known installation issues)
See Appendix S8.C for instructions on downloading R and selected packages.
If recording mp3 files it is sometimes necessary to set the recorder to make several long files
each day and then extract short surveys from those longer recordings. Package monitoR has a
function that calls the software mp3splt, which can be downloaded
from http://mp3splt.sourceforge.net/mp3splt_page/home.php. Installation options are available
for any operating system. An advantage to this software is that it does not decode and re-encode
the mp3 files to split them, so no audio quality is sacrificed.

1

A package is a set of functions that runs in R.
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Terminology
Bandpass filter: An audio filter that trims frequency data from above and below the frequency
band that is allowed to “pass” through. In the digital implementation here, we specify a
minimum and maximum frequency that we want to pass through and all frequencies
below the minimum and above the maximum are discarded.
Binary point matching: A method for sound detection in which the acoustic template is converted
to a matrix of “on” and “off” cells. The mean amplitude (in decibels) of the
corresponding “on” points at each time interval in the survey is compared to the mean
amplitude of the corresponding “off” points. The user specifies a minimum acceptable
difference between the two values to limit the results, and local maximum-difference
values above the minimum value identify events.
MP3: A “lossy” compression file format engineered to preserve the most audible human speech
frequencies. The compression process has a number of components, and the degree of
information loss is determined by how much information must be trimmed to meet the
target file size per second (minimum size is 128kbps). MP3 files are low-pass filtered
above the threshold of human hearing, and occasionally low amplitude frequency data are
discarded if they occur simultaneously with high amplitude frequencies. MP3 files save
considerable storage space versus uncompressed files, but obligatory decompression time
can be substantial.
Spectrogram cross correlation: A method for seeking a known template in a survey consisting of
unknown songs. The correlation of amplitude values in the FFT template matrix to a
matrix in the survey is measured using the Pearson method. The survey matrix then shifts
one time bin and the correlation to the template is measured again. The user specifies a
minimum Pearson score, and local maximum scores identify events.
Survey: A recording that will be searched for the template. Must be a WAV or MP3 file, and
must be longer than the template.
Template: A recorded song example which will provide the “search image” for the computer.
Must be a WAV or MP3 file. A template may differ from a simple song clip by retaining
bandpass filter values and score cutoff values.
WAC: The Wildlife Acoustics proprietary compression format. Use of this format is restricted to
Wildlife Acoustic’s Song Meter recording units. These units are the data collection
standard due to their flexible timed recording, high storage capacity, ultrasonic recording
options, data-logging and GPS integration, and weatherproofing. WAC files must be
converted to WAV files for use in the R environment using Wildlife Acoustics
conversion software.
WAV: An uncompressed linear PCM audio file format owned by Microsoft that is in widespread
use sufficient to be considered cross-platform. As a result WAV files are playable on
nearly all devices.
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Data Management
This protocol outlines two methods of data management. Local data management relies on the
analyst to name and file comma-separated values (csv) input and output documents, while
MySQL database management automates this process in a relational database. There are several
advantages to the MySQL database, including 1) reduction in file management errors, 2) ability
to have multiple users access the same database, and 3) reduction in analyst time dedicated to
data organization tasks. Setup time should be minimal as a database schema is attached to this
document in Appendix S8.B. NETN plans to use a database implementation rather than local
data management. Contact the NETN database manager for access to the database.
A relational database consists of a set of tables that relate, or link to, each other. Several naming
conventions help distinguish tables in the database from the fields (columns) that compose them.
Tables begin with the prefix tbl, followed by a word that describes the content of the table. The
fields also begin with prefixes that include pk for primary key—a value unique to each record in
the table, fk for foreign key—a value that refers to the primary key in another table, and fld,
which indicates that the field stores data. Each table is dedicated to storing information about
only one aspect of the data. For example, a table called tblPerson stores information about people
involved in the acoustic monitoring program. These may include people who deploy and operate
recording devices, people who run analyses, etc. A table called tblLocation stores information
about the locations in which acoustic recordings were made, including latitude and longitude, the
location name, and whether the location is the location of a monitoring site, or whether the
location is a place where only a template has been recorded. The table called tblResult stores the
results of the analysis.
The tables required to create a database compatible with this package are listed below. A full
description of the database, including an Entity-Relationship diagram and full schema, are in
Appendices S8.A and S8.B.
TABLE NAME
1. tblCard
2. tblCardRecorder
3. tblRecorder
4. tblLocation
5. tblSurvey
6. tblTemplate
7. tblResult
8. tblSpecies
9. tlbArchive
10. tblPerson
11. tblPersonContact
12. tblOrganization
13. tblProgram
14. tbProject
15. tblPriors

DESCRIPTION
Stores information about memory cards.
Tracks which surveys are recorded by which recorders.
Stores information about recording units.
Stores information about all locations in the project.
Stores attributes of the survey recording.
Stores information about all types of templates used in the project.
Stores the results of findPeaks().
Stores information about the target species.
For archiving sound clips extracted from surveys.
Stores the names of people involved in the monitoring project.
Stores contact information for all people in tblPeople.
Identifies the primary investigative organization.
Stores the names of monitoring programs of each organization.
Stores names of monitoring projects in each program.
Stores priors for Bayesian updating.
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File management
The process of retrieving and analyzing environmental acoustic data involves a large number of
audio files; this SOP describes a system for managing and organizing these files. Set up the
following file directories on your storage drive. You will need these directories regardless of
whether you use a database.
• A main folder called Acoustics
• Nested within Acoustics are six folders:
o Recordings (for temporarily holding files that are not wav or mp3 files, such as
Wildlife Acoustics’ wac files)
o Surveys (for holding files that are ready for analysis, including wav or mp3 files).
o Templates (for storing templates)
o Results (for storing results).
o Archives (for storing clips of the original recordings for historic or verification
purposes)
Within the Surveys directory, create a directory for each location that you are monitoring. For
example, all recordings collected at SARA (e.g. SARA0001, SARA0002, SARA0003,
SARA0004) are stored in a folder named SARA. Note that each site is identified by the fourdigit number assigned to the site by USA-NPN, and thus the site numbers will not be as simple
or sequential as those shown in this example. If you are using the MySQL database, the location
folder names should match those in tblLocation .fldLocationName.
Within the Templates directory, create a directory for each species that you are monitoring. Use
a coding scheme that allows you to rapidly find what you are looking for. For example, three
templates for birds can be named SOSP (for Song Sparrow), BTNW (Black-throated Green
Warbler), and OVEN (Ovenbird). If you are using the MySQL database the folder names should
match the field tblSpecies.fldSpeciesCode.
Other folders (directories) will be created by R as you work through the analysis.
For long-term monitoring projects these directories may be created on separate drives or across a
RAID system (redundant array of independent disks). All data must be redundantly backed up.
While storage on a raid does place the data in two locations a separate backup drive is also
needed, since failure of a RAID controller can prevent access to all data on the RAID system.
Download Recordings From SD Card
R becomes involved in the analysis process when an SD card (or other media device) is plugged
into a computer to download the recordings. The first step of moving the recordings from the
card to the computer is handled by the fileCopyRename function. The procedure varies
depending on whether the survey recordings are in wac format versus wav or mp3 format.
The database will enforce associations between the results and the surveys, locations, cards,
recorders, and analysts. The connection to the survey will be automatic, but the connection to the
other attributes of the monitoring program requires that the user specify the card and recorder
that the results stem from, by identifying the value from tblCardRecorder.pkCardRecorderID.
Therefore, the value for the CardRecorderID will need to be known when downloading surveys
from the SD cards. The simplest way to look this up is to use the query that downloads a table of
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relevant CardRecorderIDs. This query will download all CardRecorderIDs for specified sites
within a specified time window.
# Download a table of CardRecorderIDs that correspond to site and time
associations
crlocs<-dbDownloadCardRecorderID(
db.name='UVMacoustics',
date.deployed='0000-00-00',
date.collected='0000-00-00',
loc.prefix=c('MABI01','MABI02','MABI03','MABI04'))
crlocs

Song Meter files

Song Meter units record in wac format. For these files, use the fileCopyRename function to copy
the files from the SD card to a holding folder, from which you can then convert them to wav.
The function fileCopyRename has 11 arguments, which you can view using the args function:
> args(fileCopyRename)
function (from = ".", to = ".", csv.dir = to, csv.name = NA,
loc.prefix, ext, CardRecorderID = NA, kaleidoscope = TRUE,
split.channels = FALSE, metadata.only = FALSE, parallel = FALSE)

Soon you will need to convert the wac files to wav files using Wildlife Acoustic’s Kaleidoscope
software; if you will be splitting the channels (e.g. if you have an ultrasonic mic in the right
channel and a standard mic in the right channel) you should set the split.channel=TRUE. The
command should be:
surveydata<-fileCopyRename(
from='C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/UVMacoustics/Analysis/Recordings',
to='C:/Users/jkatz3/Desktop/TestFolder',
csv.dir='C:/Users/jkatz3/Desktop/MetadataFolder',
loc.prefix='MABI02',ext='wac',CardRecorderID=1, split.channels=TRUE)

You can leave the kaleidoscope, metadata.only, and parallel options with their default values for
now. During the copy process all files will be renamed the specified six-digit location prefix
followed by the original file’s date modified, including the time zone. The new file names will
be:
PARK#### YYYY-MM-DD HHMMSS TZX.wac
A csv will be produced containing all of the new wac file names and original dates modified, and
it will be saved in the directory specified in the command. The name of the csv file will default
to the location prefix followed by the time the files were copied, but you can use the argument
csv.name to specify a custom name if you prefer. In the csv, the date modified on the wac files
matches the original of the files still on the card, but the files will display a new date created—
these are copies of the original files, but not the original files. Although they are newly created,
no samples have been added or removed from the data portion of the file. The survey names in
the csv will not match the actual file names exactly. Kaleidoscope will change the file name
during file conversion, so the survey name in the csv will match the file name after conversion to
wav format.
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Specifying a CardRecorderID (from tblCardRecorder.pkCardRecorderID) completes the link that
joins each survey file to both the recorder that recorded it and the card it was recorded to. Failure
to specify this value will not cause the database to reject the metadata upload, but it will prevent
the user from making queries that rely on that connection in the future.
If using a database, the next step is to upload this metadata to the database to keep it safe. Refer
to that section in the upload to database section.
Next, convert the wac files to wav files. This conversion should be done promptly to ensure that
the database matches the actual files. For this step it is necessary to leave R and use software
provided by Wildlife Acoustics. The application Kaleidoscope performs this step in bulk, and it
offers the option to split the tracks and/or cut the file into shorter length segments. If one channel
is dedicated to ultrasonic recording it will be necessary to split the channels, but only the right
channel will be logged in the database or csv file.
After converting the files to wav call fileCopyRename again to move the files to the survey
folder, but this time set metadata.only = TRUE to turn off the file renaming.
surveymetadata<-fileCopyRename( from='C:/Users/jkatz3/Desktop/TestFolder',
to='C:/Users/jkatz3/Desktop/Surveys',
csv.dir='C:/Users/jkatz3/Desktop/MetadataFolder',
loc.prefix='MABI02',ext='wav',metadata.only=TRUE)

Olympus units

Olympus units record in mp3 or wav 2 format. They are currently limited to three scheduled
recording events per day; to collect more than three surveys per day they should be set to record
as many as 24 hours per day (see SOP 6 - Deployment and Maintenance of Autonomous
Recording Units) and then individual surveys of a fixed duration are subsampled from each hour
of the recording. Function mp3Subsamp is used to extract short surveys from continuous
recordings, and it simultaneously moves survey files directly to the survey folder, returns the
same metadata as fileCopyRename does for wav files, and renames the new surveys according to
their location prefix and the time and date they occurred. There is no file-type conversion
between copying the survey files and scanning them with the detector functions. Function
mp3Subsamp relies on third-party software to split the mp3 files without decoding and reencoding them. Before using this function, the zip file or the installer must be downloaded
from http://mp3splt.sourceforge.net/mp3splt_page/home.php. Note that no administrator
permissions are required to install from the zip file.
To use mp3Subsamp a survey duration (in seconds) must be specified, as well as the number of
minutes between surveys, the directory where the recordings currently are, and the directory
where they should be saved to when extracted. The function also requires the bitrate of the

2

The Olympus model NETN typically uses does not have a .wav option, but some Olympus models do.
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recording, the sample rate, and the number of channels to be specified in the call. The default
settings of 600 seconds (ten minutes) from the top of every hour, recorded at 128 kbps in stereo
at 44100 Hz match the setup described in SOP 6.
surveydata<-mp3Subsamp(
from='C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/UVMacoustics/Analysis/Recordings',
to='C:/Users/jkatz3/Desktop/TestFolder',
csv.dir='C:/Users/jkatz3/Desktop/MetadataFolder',
loc.prefix='MABI02',ext='mp3',CardRecorderID=1, duration=600,
mins.between=50, index='hour', kbps=128, samp.rate=44100, channels=2)

The index argument can be changed to 'time0' to subsample starting from the first 10 minutes
of each recording rather than the top of each hour. Files will be renamed to a user-specified sixdigit location prefix followed by the original file’s date modified, including the time zone. The
name will be:
PARK#### YYYY-MM-DD HHMMSS TZX.mp3
Description of arguments to mp3Subsamp
1. CardRecorderID This is the unique number assigned to each combination of card,
recorder, and date deployed in the field. Example: 101
2. ext This is the file type of the recording: wac, wav, or mp3. Example: ‘wac’ [include the
apostrophes as this is a text string].
3. loc.prefix This is the eight-character site id. E.g.: ‘LOCA0001’ [include the apostrophes
as this is a text string]. The first four characters are the NPS acronym corresponding to
the park of deployment (e.g., ACAD), and the next four characters are the four-digit
number assigned by USA-NPN for the site of deployment.
4. from This is the location of recordings on the SD card. This is usually not in the top
directory of the card, but may be in a subdirectory named ‘Data’ or ‘Recordings’.
Example: 'F:// Recordings’ [include the apostrophes as this is a text string].
5. to This is the location of the directory to move files to. Example: 'C://Acoustics/Surveys/’
[include the apostrophes as this is a text string].
6. csv.dir This is the location of the directory that will store the csv file that summarizes the
file information. This defaults to the destination folder for the recordings/surveys, or you
can specify a new directory such as: 'C://Acoustics/Surveys/' [include the apostrophes as
this is a text string].
7. csv.name This is the name of the csv file that summarizes the file information. If you do
not choose a name the assigned name will be the loc.prefix and the date the files were
copied in a YYYY-MM-DD format: ‘LOCA0001 20121109.csv’.
8. duration This is the duration in seconds of the surveys to extract.
9. mins.between This identifies the number of minutes to leave between each survey.
10. index This can be set to ‘hour’ or ‘time0’. Hour extracts surveys from the top of each
hour, and time0 extracts surveys starting at the beginning of the recording.
11. kbps Most mp3 files are compressed to a constant bitrate. SOP 6 - Deployment and
Maintenance of Autonomous Recording Units, defines the bitrate to select as 128 kbps.
12. samp.rate The sampling rate of the mp3 file. The Olympus recorder in SOP 5 - Building
an Autonomous Recording Unit , defaults to 44100 Hz.
13. channels stereo=2, mono=1. The Olympus recorder in SOP 5 can only record in stereo.
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Upload survey metadata to the database only once, using the dbUploadSurvey function, and
setting the argument update=FALSE. View the arguments for this function using the args
command:
> args(dbUploadSurvey)
function (db.name = "acoustics", uid = "default", pwd = "default", surveys,
update.query = FALSE, ...)

The “…” allow the user to add additional arguments to odbcConnect. If you have set up your
ODBC connector to save your database username and password, the initial call will look like
this:
dbUploadSurvey(db.name='acoustics', surveys=surveydata)

If you opt to enter that information at each use you can specify that information in the call:
dbUploadSurvey(db.name='acoustics', uid='dbuser', pwd='#sEcurePaSs1',
surveys=surveydata)

A successful upload will return the time taken to run the insert query, and an unsuccessful upload
will return the error message provided by the MySQL server.
Read Saved Templates
Read correlation templates from the local disk

Use the function readCorTemplates to read one or several templates. Specify which templates to
read in, the directory in which they reside, and the name of the object they will be assigned to.
CORtemplates<-readCorTemplates(
files=c(
BTNW_rect_C=BTNW_rect_C,
BTNW_rect_d50_C=BTNW_rect_d50_C,
BTNW_auto_d80_C=BTNW_auto_d80_C,
BTNW_line_d100_C=BTNW_line_d100_C,
BTNW_click_allNotes_C=BTNW_click_allNotes_C),
dir='C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates)

Another method would be to read in all correlation templates in the directory, in which case you
need only specify the directory.
CORtemplates<-readCorTemplates(
dir=' C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/MABI2_A_062510.wav ')

The resulting object is a template list ready to be used for correlation analysis.
Read binary point templates from the local disk
BINtemplates<-readBinTemplates(
files=c(
BTNWd1.0='BTNWd1.0.ct'
BTNWpartial='BTNWpartial.ct'
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BTNWd.8='BTNWd.8.ct'
BTNWd.5='BTNWd.5.ct'
BTNWd.2='BTNWd.2.ct'
BTNWauto.8='BTNWauto.8.ct'
BTNWauto.2='BTNWauto.2.ct'),
dir='C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates',
parallel=FALSE)
BINtemplates<-readBinTemplates(
dir=' C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/MABI2_A_062510.wav ',
parallel=FALSE)

Download binary point and correlation templates from the database

If your templates are stored in the database, download them with the dbDownloadTemplates
function. There are several approaches to this. To download all templates for correlation
analysis, specify either the file extension (ct or bt) or the label COR or BIN in the by.type
argument. This function demands that all templates entering a list have the same FFT parameters.
# Download all correlation templates from the database with the appropriate
FFT parameters
CORtemplates<-dbDownloadTemplates(
db.name='acoustics',
by.type='ct',
FFTwl=512,
FFTovlp=50)

To download specific templates by name, specify them by entering a vector of names in the
template.group argument and setting the by.cat argument to “names”:
# Download just a few correlation templates, specifying them by template name
CORtemplates<-dbDownloadTemplates(
db.name='acoustics',
by.type='ct',
FFTwl=1024,
FFTovlp=50,
by.cat='names',
template.group=c('BTNW_d05_Buff3_ovlp50_wl1024_BIN'))

Or to download all templates for a particular species, specify them by entering a vector of
species codes in the template.group argument and setting the by.cat argument to “species”:
# Download just a few correlation templates, specifying them by species code
CORtemplates<-odbcDownloadTemplates(
by.type='ct',
FFTwl=1024,
FFTovlp=50,
by.cat='species',
template.group=c(BTNW,'SOSP'))

The resulting object is a template list ready to be used in the appropriate analysis, either
spectrogram cross-correlation or binary point matching.
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View previously constructed templates
View the templates in a template list simply by using the plot method for template lists. After
entering the plot(yourtemplate) command, pressing return will advance to the next template in
the list. The example below uses this function to illustrate how the buffer argument can be used
to effectively separate the on points from the off points in a binaryPtMatch analysis.
> plot(BINtemplates)
Waiting to confirm page change...
Waiting to confirm page change...
Waiting to confirm page change...

FigureS8.1. The off points in the template should ideally be restricted to just noise, but in the top left
image with no buffer it includes some lower-amplitude signal as well. This may inhibit the ability of
binaryPtMatch to distinguish between signal and noise by reducing the difference between the mean on
point amplitude and mean off point amplitude. A buffer of 2 (top right) pushes most of the off points to the
edge of the signal, and a buffer of 3 (bottom left) satisfactorily restricts the off points to just noise. In this
example, increasing the buffer above 4 will allow for the ‘wiggle’ that may accommodate subtle variations
in song timing or frequency between individual birds. The bottom right image illustrates a template with a
buffer of 2 and a density of 0.5.
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Analysis of Audio Files
The next step is to analyze a survey file with one or more templates to determine if specific
target species occur in the survey. This process searches a long recording (survey) for one or
more templates of either the same or different species. The template search process is sequential,
so searching for the second template will begin only after the first one finishes. The score cutoff
can be adjusted at this time if necessary. The advantages of searching for multiple templates at
once are: transfer of coding time to the front allowing for unattended computing, the option to
directly compare multiple templates or template settings, and the option to use the
compareTemplates function to rationally choose an optimal template.
Spectrogram cross correlation will be used for detection of most species; however binary point
matching may be useful in some cases.
Due to limitations with R’s system interface capabilities, sccCor and binaryPtMatch can only
take advantage of parallel processing on non-Windows operating systems; only set
parallel=TRUE on Linux or MacOS. Windows users can run multiple instances of R to achieve a
similar effect, with each instance scanning a different survey. Run only as many instances as
CPU cores available.
Spectrogram Cross Correlation
First, load the templates into the R workspace. The function to do this varies depending on where
your templates are stored.
The function sccCor performs the spectrogram cross correlation. It uses the FFT 3 parameters
specified by the template. If using Linux or MacOS you can set parallel=TRUE for faster
processing. Speed should increase approximately linearly with an increase in the number of CPU
cores. 4
scc<-sccCor(
survey='C:/Acoustics/Surveys/MABI2_A_062510.wav',
template.L=CORtemplates,parallel=FALSE)
> scc
A templateScores object
Survey information
Wave Object
Number of Samples:
14571815
Duration (seconds):
607.16
Samplingrate (Hertz):
24000
Channels (Mono/Stereo): Mono
Bit (8/16/24/32):
16
Template information

3
4

Fast Fourier Transformation
Most NPS computers operate on the Windows Operating System, but some parks may have other machines.
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7 sccCor templates
original.recording lower.frequency
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
3.656
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
4.547
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
3.609
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
3.609
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
3.703
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
2.016
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
2.016
upper.frequency lower.amp upper.amp duration n.points score.cutoff
BTNWd1.0
6.797
-86.965
0.000
2.539
8160
0.4
BTNWpartial
8.438
-92.442
0.000
2.581
6014
0.4
BTNWd.8
6.703
-92.442
-2.098
2.603
2108
0.4
BTNWd.5
6.797
-82.282
-2.098
2.560
2135
0.4
BTNWd.2
6.656
-83.995
-5.877
2.560
902
0.4
BTNWauto.8
8.953
-92.442
-2.098
2.773
4950
0.4
BTNWauto.2
8.906
-83.995
-5.877
2.752
2200
0.4
BTNWd1.0
BTNWpartial
BTNWd.8
BTNWd.5
BTNWd.2
BTNWauto.8
BTNWauto.2

Score information

BTNWd1.0
BTNWpartial
BTNWd.8
BTNWd.5
BTNWd.2
BTNWauto.8
BTNWauto.2

min.score max.score n.scores
-0.29
0.79
28340
-0.16
0.81
28338
-0.32
0.78
28337
-0.31
0.79
28339
-0.34
0.79
28339
-0.15
0.65
28329
-0.16
0.65
28330

The next step is to identify events within the score list using the cutoff threshold stored in the
template. This is done with the findPeaks function.
Binary Point Matching

In some cases, Binary Point Matching may be a better method than Spectrogram Cross
Correlation. First, load the templates into the R workspace. The function to do this will vary
depending on where your templates are stored.
The function binaryPtMatch performs the point match detection and classification. By default it
uses a window length of 512 with an overlap of 0. If using Linux or MacOS you can set
parallel=TRUE for faster processing. Speed should increase linearly with an increase in the
number of cpu cores.
Detection of some calls may be improved by changing the FFT window length, FFT overlap, or
FFT window function. If you need to do this the binaryPtMatch function will pass the argument
to spectro:
> scores<-binaryPtMatch(
survey='C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Surveys/MABI2_A_062510.wav',
template.L=BINtemplates,parallel=FALSE)
> scores
A templateScores object
Survey information
Wave Object
Number of Samples:
14571815
Duration (seconds):
607.16
Samplingrate (Hertz):
24000
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Channels (Mono/Stereo): Mono
Bit (8/16/24/32):
16
Template information
4 binary templates
original.recording
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
C:/Users/jkatz3/Dropbox/LabDemo/Templates/BTNW.wav
lower.frequency upper.frequency duration on.points off.points
BTNWd1.0BIN
3.562500
6.703125
2.39
735
6282
BTNWpoint1.0BIN
2.671875
8.156250
2.37
25
73
BTNWd.8BIN
3.515625
6.609375
2.47
192
1756
BTNWauto.5BIN
2.015625
8.953125
2.77
192
4566
score.cutoff
BTNWd1.0BIN
9
BTNWpoint1.0BIN
9
BTNWd.8BIN
9
BTNWauto.5BIN
9
Score information
min.score max.score n.scores
BTNWd1.0BIN
-8.44
28.75
28348
BTNWpoint1.0BIN
-8.85
39.17
28349
BTNWd.8BIN
-9.46
28.62
28344
BTNWauto.5BIN
-7.62
30.49
28330
BTNWd1.0BIN
BTNWpoint1.0BIN
BTNWd.8BIN
BTNWauto.5BIN

The list of scores is probably very long, as there will be one record for each time bin, minus the
template length.
The next step is to identify events within the score list and specify a cutoff threshold, which is
done with the findPeaks function.
Event analysis
The function findPeaks identifies events within the correlation and binary point match scores,
and returns a list of event times and peak event scores. findPeaks is used for both sccCor and
binaryPtMatch. The following example displays results from sccCor, but the process is identical
for both methods. This function can use the cutoff value in the template, or you can specify a
new score cutoff.
To view score cutoff thresholds for a template use templateCutoff:
> templateCutoff(BINtemplates)
BTNWd1.0BIN BTNWpoint1.0BIN
BTNWd.8BIN
9
9
9

BTNWauto.5BIN
9

To specify new score cutoff thresholds for a template use templateCutoff again:
> templateCutoff(BINtemplates)<-c(9,10,10,13,10,12,14)

The only required argument for findPeaks is score.obj (the output from sccCor). As usual, assign
the output to an object in R:
> CORpks<-findPeaks(score.obj=scc,parallel=FALSE)
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Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done

with
with
with
with
with
with
with

BTNWd1.0
BTNWpartial
BTNWd.8
BTNWd.5
BTNWd.2
BTNWauto.8
BTNWauto.2

The output is an object of class “foundPeaks”, which contains a list of lists for each template.
The first list for each template contains a data frame of all correlation peaks (pks), the second list
contains a data frame of peaks greater than the specified cutoff (hits), and the third is a one-line
summary of the first two. A summary of the results can be viewed by typing in the name of the
object they were assigned to:
> CORpks
A foundPeaks object
7 templates

BTNWd1.0
BTNWpartial
BTNWd.8
BTNWd.5
BTNWd.2
BTNWauto.8
BTNWauto.2

n.peaks n.hits min.score max.score
209
19 -0.00578
0.789
192
22
0.03410
0.806
218
18
0.01300
0.783
218
19
0.01370
0.786
213
20
0.04950
0.785
187
15
0.03310
0.647
193
14
0.04490
0.648

Verifying Results
A subset of the data is manually verified for proper identifications. This may be performed under
the direction of NETN staff, rather than by park coordinators.
Verifying the results serves three purposes:
1. Evaluate the automatic score.cutoff used when scanning surveys.
2. Observe of patterns of misidentification of templates
3. Construct hit densities for likelihood analysis
The three ways of verifying the detections and classifications are looking at spectrograms while
listening to individual hits within the hits list using the showPeaks function, viewing annotated
spectrograms of the survey using the SCTPlot function, and viewing spectrograms of all hits
side-by-side using the collapseClips function.
Verifying individual hits via spectrograms and playback

The arguments for the showPeaks function include scc, pks.L, and which.one; these feed the data
in from sccCor and findPeaks and identify the template to be verified. The argument t.lim allows
just a portion of the hits to be verified, by specifying the start and end times in seconds. The flim
argument customizes the spectrogram y axis. The verify argument controls the interactive
verification process (setting it to FALSE allows you to quickly flip through spectrograms of the
hits without verifying) and the player argument identifies the WAV player that will receive the
play commands. Spectrogram cross-correlation scores will range between 0 and 1, so set the
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scorelim argument to those values. If using binaryPtMatch the scores typically range between 0
and 40, so use those values instead.
CORpks<-showPeaks(
detection.obj=scc,
which.one='BTNWd1.0',
scorelim=c(0,1),
verify=TRUE,
player='play')
1. True detection? Enter y or n
1: y
1. TRUE

BINpks<-showPeaks(
detection.obj=scores,
scorelim=c(0,40),
verify=TRUE,
player='play')
1. True detection? Enter y or n
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1: y
1. TRUE

Running these commands will bring up the graphics above, and the R console will offer the option to
mark it as a true detection (press y and ENTER), a false detection (press n and ENTER), or play the clip
using the previously specified player (press p and ENTER). If unsure you can enter na or NA and ENTER.

The hit number is noted at the top, and R will sequentially display all hits in the specified time
bounds. Press esc to abort the verification process. Note that the boundary box corresponds to the
template time limit and the bandpass filter limits.
View the output by viewing the detection list:
CORdetections<-getDetections(CORpks)
BINdetections<-getDetections(BINpks)
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Verifying correlation results with annotated survey spectrograms

The SpecScorePlot function saves a series of fully customizable annotated spectrograms as PNG
files. The output of SpecScorePlot does not need to be assigned to an object. Instead, specify the
spectrogram frequency limits, the duration of each spectrogram in seconds, a location to save the
graphics files, and a hit marker type:
specScorePlot(
detection.obj=CORpks,
flim=c(0,10),
scorelim=c(0,1),
t.each=60,
file.name='~/Dropbox/LabDemo/_scc_MABI2_A_062510_',
hit.marker='points')

The resulting PNG files will be numbered sequentially, so the first 60 second spectrogram
(specified with the t.each argument) will be scc_MABI2_A_062510_001.PNG, the second will be
scc_MABI2_A_062510_002.PNG, etc. An example file looks like this:

Verifying binaryPtMatch results with annotated survey spectrograms

Verify the results using the showPeaks, SpecScorePlot, and collapseClips function as described
in the sccCor verification section. Be aware when specifying a scoreLim value that sccCor will
produce a correlation plot in which values are in the set (0, 1) but with binaryPtMatch the
difference between mean on and off values will be plotted, which should range within the set (0,
40).
specScorePlot(
detection.obj=BINpks,
flim=c(0,10),
scorelim=c(0,40),
t.each=60,
file.name='~/Dropbox/LabDemo/_bin_MABI2_A_062510_',
hit.marker='points')
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Storing Results
In a CSV file

To write a csv of the table you wish to store, use getPeaks or getDetections to retrieve all peaks
or just detections.
Assign the output to a new object:
CORpeaks<-getPeaks(CORpks)
BINpeaks<-getPeaks(BINpks)
CORdetections<-getDetections(CORpks)
BINdetections<-getDetections(BINpks)

Save the output file by writing it to a csv:
write.csv(BINpeaks, file='E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/BTNWpeaks.csv')
write.csv(BINdetections, file='E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/BTNWdetections.csv')

In the database
The dbUploadResult function uploads the results either as all peaks or as just detections. Once in
the database the results automatically associate with the proper survey (based on the survey
name).
# Send all pks
dbUploadResult(detection.obj=BINpks,what='peaks', analysis.type='BIN')
# Send hits (from findPeaks) to tblResult; default is what='detections'
dbUploadResult(detection.obj=BINpks,analysis.type='BIN')

Archiving Surveys and Hits
Archiving Surveys
The storage volume necessary to archive full survey files is substantial, but it opens the door to
future reanalysis as algorithms improve. NETN will store all surveys used during analysis.
SongMeter recordings will be archived as WAV files and subsampled Olympus surveys will be
archived as MP3 files. l achive full survey files (although continuously recorded Olympus files
will be subsampled and extra data will be discarded).
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Archiving detections as WAV clips
If full surveys are archived it is not necessary to archive detections separately, but in other cases
it is recommended to archive event detections. Archiving event detections has a number of
advantages beyond simply providing evidence of a species’ presence, including the ability to
resolve future taxonomic splits. Although NETN will be archiving full survey files (making
archiving detections unnecessary), it may be helpful to store some example files for each species
to save having to reconstruct examples from file names and locations of detections within each
file.
The function to export the hits in a series of hits-only spectrograms is collapseClips. The output
will be a single WAV file with all clips of a species within it, which you should assign to an
object:
hits.btnw <- collapseClips(rec=survey, start.times= BINdetections$time 1.5, end.times= BINdetections$time + 1.5)

The output is a single wave object containing all hits bound together, which you could write to a
wave file:
writeWave(hits.btnw, 'E:/users/jkatz3/ArchivedHits/Survey1/btnw.wav')

If you write the object to a new WAV file for archiving it will be useful to make a “key” to
identify when in the original survey each clip occurred. To record this, add the return.times
argument to collapseClips:
hits.btnw <- collapseClips(rec=survey, start.times= BINdetections$time 1.5, end.times= BINdetections$time + 1.5,return.times=TRUE)

The output will now be converted to a list, in which the first element is the wave object and the
second element is a data frame of the start and end time for each clip:
> names(hits.btnw)
[1] "wave" "times"

You can write the wav object to a file using an almost identical call, but specifying the item in
the list:
writeWave(hits.btnw$wave, 'E:/users/jkatz3/ArchivedHits/Survey1/btnw.wav')

You can then attach the key to the list of detections from findPeaks:
BINdetections <- cbind(BINdetections,key.times=hits.btnw$times)

The list of detections could then be saved as a comma-separated values (csv) file and archived
with the sound clips.
The sole disadvantage of archiving events is the volume of dedicated storage required. A 1TB
drive should be able to archive over 5,000 hours of mono wave files. If the average song is three
seconds long, a location has 10 recorders deployed, and 40 species are present at a location, as
many as 17,000 song events per species per site may be archived on the 1 TB disk.
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Songs/hour

Songs/hour

Songs/hour

The tables below indicate roughly how many hours of survey recordings can be condensed to fit
on a 1 TB disk, assuming a single song duration for all species.
Estimated condensed survey hours, 2 second song duration
Species/site->
5
10
15
20
5
41667
20833
13889
10417
10
20833
10417
6944
5208
15
13889
6944
4630
3472
20
10417
5208
3472
2604
25
8333
4167
2778
2083
Estimated condensed survey hours, 3 second song duration
Species/site->
5
10
15
20
5
27778
13889
9259
6944
10
13889
6944
4630
3472
15
9259
4630
3086
2315
20
6944
3472
2315
1736
25
5556
2778
1852
1389
Estimated condensed survey hours, 4 second song duration
Species/site->
5
10
15
20
5
20833
10417
6944
5208
10
10417
5208
3472
2604
15
6944
3472
2315
1736
20
5208
2604
1736
1302
25
4167
2083
1389
1042

25
8333
4167
2778
2083
1667

30
6944
3472
2315
1736
1389

25
5556
2778
1852
1389
1111

30
4630
2315
1543
1157
926

25
4167
2083
1389
1042
833

30
3472
1736
1157
868
694

Extracting, binding, and verifying events listed in data tables

The function bindEvents is designed to read in a data table of start and stop times from a csv file
such as the output from Wildlife Acoutics’ Song Scope software, or an object downloaded from
the database. This function will extract just the events from the survey, which can then be saved
individually or they can be saved as a single file of many clips tied together.
Before using the data table in the function the file must be edited so that all times are in decimal
seconds, and at a minimum there must be:
1) a column of start times with the heading “tStart”
2) a column of end times with the heading “tEnd”
3) a column identifying the species with a heading “Species”
Optionally there can also be a column identifying the file of the recording with the heading
“FileName”.
Use bindEvents by assigning its output to an object in R:
event.rec <- bindEvents(
rec='E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/BTNWtemplates/SARA3_A_062610.wav',
file='SongScope/ExampleEventList.csv',
by.species=TRUE,
parallel=FALSE)
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The output from bindEvents is a list of WAV files, with an element for each species. Setting
by.species=FALSE will result in a list of one WAV file containing all events. As written above, a
summary of the species contained can be viewed by checking the names of event.rec:
> names(event.rec)
[1] "AMCR" "AMGO" "AMRO" "BAWW" "BTNW" "CEDW" "COYE" "GCFL" "GRCA" "OVEN"
[11] "REVI" "RWBL" "SCTA" "SOSP" "WAVI" "WIWR" "YWAR"

And the WAV recordings themselves can be written to disk as a single file per species using a
quick loop. One of the easiest loops to write is the ‘for’ loop, which will allow each file name to
include the species and the survey. The syntax of the loop is: for (i in vector) {do function}:
for (i in 1:length(event.rec)){
writeWave(event.rec[[i]],
file=paste('E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/SARA3_A_062610_',names(event.rec)[[i]]
,'.wav',sep=""))
}

To store an output key add the argument return.times to the bindEvents call:
event.rec <- bindEvents(
rec='E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/BTNWtemplates/SARA3_A_062610.wav',
file='SongScope/ExampleEventList.csv',
by.species=TRUE,
parallel=FALSE,
return.times=TRUE)

Adding this argument adds a new element to the output list called times, and moves the wave
files to a lower level in the list:
> names(event.rec)
[1] "times" "wave"
> names(event.rec$times)
[1] "AMCR" "AMGO" "AMRO" "BAWW" "BTNW" "CEDW" "COYE" "GCFL" "GRCA" "OVEN"
[11] "REVI" "RWBL" "SCTA" "SOSP" "WAVI" "WIWR" "YWAR"
> names(event.rec$wave)
[1] "AMCR" "AMGO" "AMRO" "BAWW" "BTNW" "CEDW" "COYE" "GCFL" "GRCA" "OVEN"
[11] "REVI" "RWBL" "SCTA" "SOSP" "WAVI" "WIWR" "YWAR"

You can write the wave object to a file using an almost identical loop, but specifying the item in
the list:
for (i in 1:length(event.rec$wave)){
writeWave(event.rec$wave[[i]],
file=paste('E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/SARA3_A_062610_',names(event.rec$wave)
[[i]],'.wav',sep=""))
}

You can then save the keys individually using a similar loop:
for (i in 1:length(event.rec$times)){
write.csv(event.rec$times[[i]],
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file=paste('E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/SARA3_A_062610_',names(event.rec$times
)[[i]],'.csv',sep=""))
}

Or aggregate them and save a single master key:
event.key <- rbind.fill(event.rec$times)
write.csv(event.key, 'E:/users/jkatz3/Desktop/ SARA3_A_062610_key.csv')

Batch Analysis
To make batch analysis easier you should plan ahead with your file management when you
download field recordings. Use the file management structure outlined at the beginning of this
document, in which all recordings are aggregated by recorder within a directory for the date of
download.
Imagine all recordings from the SD cards are in a directory named 20100510, which is a date in
the format YYYYMMDD. Within this directory are four more folders containing the survey
recordings from each recorder. These directories are named after each site: SARA0001,
SARA0002, SARA0003, SARA0004.
For batch analysis, use sccDetect, which calls sccCor and findPeaks and then writes out the
results as a series of csv files.
The steps the ‘for’ loop needs to complete are:
1) create a list of recorders
2) loop through the list of recorders, creating a list of surveys for each recorder
3) loop through the list of surveys, reading in one survey at a time
4) call sccDetect to perform sccCor and findPeaks on the survey and save the results
5) export just the clips for verification/long-term storage, if necessary
6) open the next survey and repeat from step 4
For example, to search for these three bird species: Ovenbird (oven), Black-throated Green
Warbler (btnw), and Song Sparrow (sosp). Load your templates for these species, using the
bandpass filter values and cutoff values stored in the template:
templates<-makeTemplates(
wave.L=list(
oven='F:/users/jkatz3/templates/oven.wav',
btnw='F:/users/jkatz3/templates/btnw.wav',
sosp='F:/users/jkatz3/templates/sosp.wav'
),
frq.lim.L=list(
oven=c(3,6.9),
btnw=c(4.1,6.7),
sosp=c(1.5,7)
),
score.cutoff.L=list(
oven=0.30,
btnw=0.41,
sosp=0.28)
)
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The first step of the batch processing is a simple one-command item to list the directories:
recorderList <- list.dirs('F:/users/jkatz3/FieldRecordings/20120912')

Now we start looping through the recorder list, starting with making a list of survey files:
for (i in 1:length(recorderList)){
surveyList <- list.files(recorderList[i], pattern='\\.wav',
full.names=TRUE)
for (j in 1:length(surveyList)){
survey <- readWave(surveyList[j])
recorderName <- tail(strsplit(surveyList[j],'/')[[1]],2) #get
recorder name
surveyName <- strsplit(recorderName[2],'\\.')[[1]][1]#remove file
ext from survey name
fileName <- paste('F:/users/jkatz3/Results/20120912_',
recorderName[1],'_',surveyName,sep="")
sccDetect(template.L=templates, survey=survey,
file.name=fileName)
}
}
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Appendix S8.A. Creating a MySQL database
MySQL

As with most investigations, it is preferable to store information about the project, including the
project data, in a relational database. There are several advantages to this, including 1) reduction
in errors, 2) ability to have multiple users access the same database, and 3) ability to load results
from R directly into the database system.
A relational database consists of a set of tables that relate, or link to, each other. Each table
contains information about one thing. For instance, a table called tblPerson stores information
about people involved in the acoustic monitoring program. These may include people who
deploy and operate recording devices, people who run analyses, etc. A table called tblLocation
can store information about the locations in which acoustic recordings were made, including
latitude and longitude, the location name, and whether the location is the location of a
monitoring site, or whether the location is a place where a template has been recorded.
There are several relational database programs on the market. Acoustic monitoring programs can
rapidly acquire massive amounts of data, so space is a key factor in choosing a system. This
document will describe the database system called MySQL (http://www.mysql.com/), which can
be run from a server (allowing multiple people to use the same database) or from your own
computer (assuming you have a very large hard-drive for storing information). If you run
MySQL on a server, you likely do not need to install MySQL on your hard drive. However, if
you plan to have use a local MySQL database (that is, one that resides on your local disk), you
will need to download a copy of MySQL at http://www.apachefriends.org/en/xampp.html along
with several other tools. This documentation will assume that the MySQL database is located on
a network or the cloud.
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Appendix S8.A. Creating a MySQL database (continued)
Set Up a Cloud Database

Your organization may have a server that allows the creation and storage of a MySQL database.
For instance, at the University of Vermont, affiliates can create a database
at http://webdb.uvm.edu/. There are many “cloud” database services, and we’ll be describing one
called Xeround (https://cloud.xeround.com/). The steps are likely to be very similar if you use
other formats. You can create an account at Xeround, and then log in with your email and
password:

Once you’ve logged in, you will see a list of your databases in the DB Instance Manager. We
have created a database called Acoustics. Information about the database is shown in the lower
panel:

To create the database described above, click on the link called Create New in the top right hand
menu, and then select the database size you’d like. We selected the free 10MB version to test this
protocol. You may need more space if this becomes your actual, working database. Note that
Xeround offers only one free database instance per user.
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Appendix S8.A. Creating a MySQL database (continued)

Once you have selected a plan, you will select a Data Center – the location in the cloud that
actually will hold your data. Choose the location nearest you, and press Next.
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Appendix S8.A. Creating a MySQL database (continued)

Then fill out the form that follows. Here, you’ll enter the name of your database (Acoustics), and
identify a username and password. Jot these down because you’ll need to use them to connect the
database with R.
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Appendix S8.A. Creating a MySQL database (continued)

Press Create, and you should see the name of your database listed in the DB Instance Manager.
Click on database name, then look at the database details in the lower panel:

Look for the heading “External DNS hostname”; the link below it provides the server name
(e.g. instance12345.db.xeround.com) as well as the port number (e.g., 19002). When you click
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Appendix S8.A. Creating a MySQL database (continued)
on that link, you will be asked to enter another username and password. This username and
password is the username and password for the database you created. If you have multiple
databases, each can have their own username and password. You will want to keep tabs on this
information as well.

After you select a username and password, you’ll be brought to a the following screen:

This section is called “phpMyAdmin”, and you can think of it as the main page for working with
your database. In the left menu, you can see the name of the database you created (acoustics).
Notice also the menu at the top of the panel. Poke around to get a feel for what’s what….if you
get lost just click on the phpMyAdmin logo and you’ll be brought back to this home page.
To add the tables previously described to your database, copy the schema from Appendix B.
Press the SQL tab and paste it in to the text window, and press the Go button in the lower right
corner. This code will create the tables described above, add in table and column descriptions,
and assign keys to each table.
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To make sure the code executes successfully, click on the acoustics database in the left menu.
You should see all of the tables listed. You can select a table and Browse it to see the data (the
tables should be empty at first). You can also select Structure to see the column names:

For example, here is the Structure of tblPerson, showing the four fields that make up this table
(pkPersonID, fldFirstName, fldMiddleName, fldLastName). The structure indicates that the
pkPersonID is the primary key for this table, and that it is set to AUTO_INCREMENT – this
means the database will assign an ID for any new entry.
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If you’d like to insert some records to your database, you can click on the Insert tab and try it
out. However, we will hardly be using this interface at all from this point on. You’ll use
Microsoft Access as a “front end” to enter data into the database, and you’ll also use R. In order
to allow these program to work with your new database, you’ll need to create an ODBC
connection on your computer, and we’ll do that next.
Setting up an ODBC Connection

To let your computer interface with your new MySQL database, you’ll need to set up an ODBC
connection (Open Database Connectivity). Here’s how:
1. Windows Operating Systems.
a. In Windows, search for ODBC Data Source Administrator:

b. Click on the User DSN tab, and click Add. This will store the connection
information associated with your Windows user log in. Then choose MySQL
ODBC 5.1 Driver (or higher). Then click Finish.
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c. Fill in the dialogue box that appears. Here, you’ll enter what name you want to
give this connection (we called it acoustics, the default for the
dbUpload/Download functions), and a short description. You will also enter the
server name and port (see “Set up a cloud database”, above). The User name and
password are the strings associated with the database itself. When you enter the
server and port, and fill in the correct identity, the name of your database should
appear in the database box.
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d. Clicking on the test button will let you know for sure whether you were able to
successfully connect to the cloud database. If you make it this far, you have
successfully created an ODBC connection on your Windows machine. We’ll use
this connection to link R to the database, importing results into the database. This
same connection will be used to link Access to the database if you choose to use
the Access front end, which provides some data entry forms for tables such as
tblPerson, tblCard, tblLocation, etc.
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Appendix S8.B. Database Schema
SET @OLD_UNIQUE_CHECKS=@@UNIQUE_CHECKS, UNIQUE_CHECKS=0;
SET @OLD_FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=@@FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS, FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=0;
SET @OLD_SQL_MODE=@@SQL_MODE, SQL_MODE='TRADITIONAL,ALLOW_INVALID_DATES';

-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblPerson`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblPerson` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblPerson` (
`pkPersonID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT COMMENT 'The unique ID assigned to
each person. This number is automatically assigned to each person and the
field serves as the primary key for the table.' ,
`fldFirstName` VARCHAR(45) NOT NULL COMMENT 'The individuals first name.' ,
`fldMiddleName` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'The individuals middle name.' ,
`fldLastName` VARCHAR(45) NOT NULL COMMENT 'The individuals last name.' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkPersonID`) )
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Names of people in the monitoring program.';

-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblLocation`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblLocation` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblLocation` (
`pkLocationID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT COMMENT 'These numbers are
automatically assigned, and serve as the the primary key for this table.' ,
`fldLocationName` VARCHAR(100) NULL COMMENT 'The name or description of the
location. For example, Saratoga National Historic Park.' ,
`fldLocationNameAbbreviation` CHAR(6) NOT NULL COMMENT 'The 6 digit
abbreviation for the location name. E.g., SARA01. Required.' ,
`fldLatitude` DOUBLE NULL COMMENT 'The latitude of the location. Google
Maps or Google Earth can be used to get latitude and longitude. ' ,
`fldLongitude` DOUBLE NULL COMMENT 'The longitude of the location. Google
Maps or Google Earth can be used to get latitude and longitude. ' ,
`fldDatum` ENUM('WGS84','NAD27','NAD83','GRS80') NULL DEFAULT 'WGS84'
COMMENT 'The datum of the latitude and longitude. Default is WGS84. ' ,
`fldLocationType` ENUM('Site','Template') NULL COMMENT 'The type of the
location: \\\'Site\\\' for a monitoring site, \\\'Template\\\' for the
location of a recording made expressly for creating a template.' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkLocationID`) )
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'This table stores information about about all locations in t' /*
comment truncated */;

-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblSpecies`
-- -----------------------------------------------------
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DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblSpecies` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblSpecies` (
`pkSpeciesID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT COMMENT 'The unique number
assigned to a specific species. This number is automatically assigned, and
serves as the primary key for this table.' ,
`fldSpeciesCode` VARCHAR(10) NULL COMMENT 'The four, six, eight, or ten
letter code which identifies a particular species. ' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkSpeciesID`) )
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Store species info. Use BBL codes or other 4, 6, or 8 chara' /*
comment truncated */;

-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblTemplate`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblTemplate` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblTemplate` (
`pkTemplateID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,
`fkSpeciesID` INT NOT NULL ,
`fkPersonID` INT NULL ,
`fkLocationID` INT NULL ,
`fldTemplateName` VARCHAR(96) NULL COMMENT 'Name should refer to the
species code and allow for multiple templates per species' ,
`fldRecordingDate` INT NULL COMMENT 'Date template sound clip was recorded'
,
`fldRecordingEquipment` VARCHAR(100) NULL COMMENT 'Make & model of recorder
and microphone.' ,
`fldClipPath` VARCHAR(255) NULL COMMENT 'Full file path to clip.' ,
`fldSampRate` INT NULL COMMENT 'Sample rate of clip.' ,
`fldPtOn` LONGTEXT NULL COMMENT '\\\"On\\\" points (binary templates
only).' ,
`fldPtOff` LONGTEXT NULL COMMENT '\\\"Off\\\" points (binaryPtMatch only).'
,
`fldPts` LONGTEXT NULL COMMENT 'All points (correlation templates only).' ,
`fldTStep` DECIMAL(16,16) NULL COMMENT 'Size of time steps.' ,
`fldFrqStep` DECIMAL(8,8) NULL COMMENT 'Size of frequency steps.' ,
`fldNTBins` INT(11) NULL COMMENT 'Number of time bins.' ,
`fldFirstTBin` DECIMAL(26,16) NULL COMMENT 'Time of first time bin in
clip.' ,
`fldNFrqBins` INT(11) NULL COMMENT 'Number of frequency bins.' ,
`fldDuration` DECIMAL(16,14) NULL COMMENT 'Duration of template (seconds).'
,
`fldFrqLim` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'Frequency limits of template.' ,
`fldFFTwl` INT(5) NULL COMMENT 'FFT window length. Powers of 2: 64, 128,
256, 512, 1024, 2048.' ,
`fldFFTovlp` INT(2) NULL COMMENT 'FFT overlap, in %.' ,
`fldFFTwn` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'Window function name.' ,
`fldScoreCutoff` DECIMAL(6,4) NULL COMMENT 'Score cutoff for template.' ,
`fldTemplateType` ENUM('BIN','COR') NULL COMMENT 'Type of template: binary
or correlation.' ,
`fldActive` TINYINT(1) NOT NULL COMMENT '1=active, 0=inactive.' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkTemplateID`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblTemplate_tblSpecies1`
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FOREIGN KEY (`fkSpeciesID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblSpecies` (`pkSpeciesID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblTemplate_tblLocation1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkLocationID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblLocation` (`pkLocationID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Store templates and template metadata.';
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblTemplate_tblSpecies1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblTemplate`
(`fkSpeciesID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblTemplate_tblLocation1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblTemplate`
(`fkLocationID` ASC) ;
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `fldTemplateName_UNIQUE` ON `acoustics`.`tblTemplate`
(`fldTemplateName` ASC) ;
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblRecorder`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblRecorder` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblRecorder` (
`pkRecorderID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT COMMENT 'This number is assigned
automatically, and serves as the primary key for the table.' ,
`fldManufacturer` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'The manufacturer of the
recording unit, e.g. Wildlife Acoustics.' ,
`fldModel` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'The model of the recording unit, e.g.
SM2. ' ,
`fldYearPurchased` YEAR NULL COMMENT 'The year the unit was purchased.' ,
`fldOperationStatus` ENUM('In Service','Needs Repair','Recycled') NULL
COMMENT 'The status of the unit: In Service, Needs Repair, or Recycled (no
longer an asset of the program) ' ,
`fldSerialNumber` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'The manufacturer\\\'s serial
number of the unit.' ,
`fldComments` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'Comments about the unit. ' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkRecorderID`) )
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'This table stores information about recording units.';
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `pkRecorderID_UNIQUE` ON `acoustics`.`tblRecorder`
(`pkRecorderID` ASC) ;
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblCard`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblCard` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblCard` (
`pkCardID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT COMMENT 'This field assigns a unique
number to each SD card used in the monitoring program. This number is
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automatically assigned, and the field serves as the primary key for this
table.' ,
`fldManufacturer` VARCHAR(45) NULL COMMENT 'The manufacturer of the card,
e.g. Sandisk.' ,
`fldStorageSize` INT NULL COMMENT 'This is the size of the card, in GB.
For example, 256 is a 256 GB card.' ,
`fldDatePurchased` DATE NULL COMMENT 'The date the card was purchased.' ,
`fldStatus` ENUM('Active','Failed') NULL COMMENT 'The status of the card:
Active or Failed.' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkCardID`) )
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'This table stores information about memory cards.';
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblOrganization`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblOrganization` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblOrganization` (
`pkOrganizationID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,
`fldOrganizationName` VARCHAR(145) NULL ,
`fldAddressLine1` VARCHAR(145) NULL ,
`fldAddressLine2` VARCHAR(145) NULL ,
`fldCity` VARCHAR(145) NULL ,
`fldState` VARCHAR(2) NULL ,
`fldZip` VARCHAR(5) NULL ,
`fldOfficePhone` VARCHAR(12) NULL ,
`fldOfficeEmail` VARCHAR(125) NULL ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkOrganizationID`) )
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Store the organization name and contact info here.';
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tbProject`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tbProject` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tbProject` (
`pkProjectID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,
`fkOrganizationID` INT NULL ,
`fldProjectName` VARCHAR(145) NULL ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkProjectID`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tbProject_tblOrganization1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkOrganizationID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblOrganization` (`pkOrganizationID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Store the names of multiple projects per organization here.';
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `pkProgramID_UNIQUE` ON `acoustics`.`tbProject`
(`pkProjectID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tbProject_tblOrganization1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tbProject`
(`fkOrganizationID` ASC) ;
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-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (
`pkCardRecorderID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,
`fkPersonID` INT NULL COMMENT 'The person who deploys the recording unit.'
,
`fkRecorderID` INT NOT NULL COMMENT 'This foreign key references the unit
number (pkUnitID) stored in tblRecordingUnits.' ,
`fkLocationID` INT NOT NULL COMMENT 'The location in which the unit was
deployed.' ,
`fkCardID` INT NOT NULL COMMENT 'This is a foreign key referencing the
pkCardID in tblCard.' ,
`fkProjectID` INT NULL ,
`fldDateDeployed` DATETIME NULL COMMENT 'The date that the card was
installed in the recording unit.' ,
`fldDateCollected` DATETIME NULL COMMENT 'The date that the card was
retrieved from the recording unit.' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkCardRecorderID`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblRecordings_tblPerson`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkPersonID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblPerson` (`pkPersonID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblRecordings_tblRecordingUnit1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkRecorderID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblRecorder` (`pkRecorderID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblRecordings_tblLocation1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkLocationID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblLocation` (`pkLocationID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblFieldRecordings_tblCard1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkCardID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblCard` (`pkCardID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblCardRecorder_tblProgram1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkProjectID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tbProject` (`pkProjectID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Track which surveys are recorded by which recorders via whic' /*
comment truncated */;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblRecordings_tblPerson_idx` ON
`acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (`fkPersonID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblRecordings_tblRecordingUnit1_idx` ON
`acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (`fkRecorderID` ASC) ;
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CREATE INDEX `fk_tblRecordings_tblLocation1_idx` ON
`acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (`fkLocationID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblFieldRecordings_tblCard1_idx` ON
`acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (`fkCardID` ASC) ;
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `pkCardRecorder_UNIQUE` ON `acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder`
(`pkCardRecorderID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblCardRecorder_tblProgram1_idx` ON
`acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (`fkProjectID` ASC) ;
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblSurvey`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblSurvey` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblSurvey` (
`pkSurveyID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,
`fkCardRecorderID` INT NULL ,
`fldSurveyLength` FLOAT NULL COMMENT 'Survey recording duration, in
seconds.' ,
`fldOriginalDateModified` DATETIME NULL COMMENT 'Date, time, and time zone
of when the original file was created, closed, and saved. This is the end
time of the survey.' ,
`fldTimeZone` CHAR(43) NULL ,
`fldOriginalRecordingName` VARCHAR(256) NULL COMMENT 'If survey file name
changed during format conversion or to match name standard record original
name here.' ,
`fldSurveyName` VARCHAR(256) NULL COMMENT 'Current survey file name.' ,
`fldRecordingFormat` ENUM('WAV','MP3','WAC') NULL COMMENT 'Format of
original survey recording: \\\'WAV\\\', \\\'WAC\\\', or \\\'MP3\\\'.' ,
`fldSampleRate` INT NULL COMMENT 'Sample rate of survey recording.' ,
`fldBitsperSample` INT NULL COMMENT 'Bits per sample (WAV) or bit rate
(MP3).' ,
`fldChannels` ENUM('stereo','mono') NULL COMMENT 'Stereo or Mono.' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkSurveyID`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblSurvey_tblCardRecorder1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkCardRecorderID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (`pkCardRecorderID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'This table stores attributes of the survey recording.';
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `pkSurveyID_UNIQUE` ON `acoustics`.`tblSurvey`
(`pkSurveyID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblSurvey_tblCardRecorder1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblSurvey`
(`fkCardRecorderID` ASC) ;

-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblArchive`
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-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblArchive` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblArchive` (
`pkArchiveID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,
`fkSurveyID` INT NOT NULL ,
`fldDateTime` DATETIME NULL ,
`fldArchiveType` ENUM('Original','Hits') NULL ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkArchiveID`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tlbEvents_tblSurvey1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkSurveyID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblSurvey` (`pkSurveyID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'For archiving sound clips extracted from surveys.';
CREATE INDEX `fk_tlbEvents_tblSurvey1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblArchive`
(`fkSurveyID` ASC) ;
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblPriors`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblPriors` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblPriors` (
`fkLocationID` INT NOT NULL ,
`fkSpeciesID` INT NOT NULL ,
`fldPrior` DECIMAL(5,5) NULL ,
`fldPriorDate` DATETIME NULL ,
`fldPriorDescription` VARCHAR(45) NULL ,
`fldPriorType` ENUM('Habitat','Date') NULL ,
PRIMARY KEY (`fkLocationID`, `fkSpeciesID`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblPriors_tblLocation1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkLocationID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblLocation` (`pkLocationID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblPriors_tblSpecies1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkSpeciesID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblSpecies` (`pkSpeciesID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Store site & species specific priors here.';
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblPriors_tblLocation1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblPriors`
(`fkLocationID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblPriors_tblSpecies1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblPriors`
(`fkSpeciesID` ASC) ;
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-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblResult`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblResult` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblResult` (
`pkResultID` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,
`fkSurveyID` INT NULL ,
`fkTemplateID` INT NOT NULL ,
`fkPersonID` INT NULL COMMENT 'Person who performed automated detection.' ,
`fldDateTime` DATETIME NULL COMMENT 'From findPeaks(). Time of day
corresponding to song event. ' ,
`fldTimeZone` CHAR(3) NULL ,
`fldTimeS.SSS` FLOAT NULL COMMENT 'From findPeaks(). Time since beginning
of survey for song event.' ,
`fldScore` DECIMAL(5,3) NULL COMMENT 'from findPeaks(). Peak correlation
or point matching score.' ,
`fldHit` TINYINT(1) NULL COMMENT 'from findPeaks(). 1=score>=cutoff,
0=score<cutoff.' ,
`fldVerified` TINYINT(1) NULL COMMENT 'user added from showPeaks() or
similar function. 1=manually verified to be true positive detection,
0=manually verified to be false-positive detection. -1=not verified.' ,
`fldAnalysisType` ENUM('COR','BIN') NULL COMMENT 'Type of analysis.
Current choices are cross correlation (sccCor) or binary template matching
(binaryPtMatch)' ,
`fldLikelihood` DECIMAL(4,4) NULL COMMENT 'Probability of this species
being detected with this score. Looked up in empirical distribution.' ,
`fldPosterior` DECIMAL(4,4) NULL COMMENT 'Likelihood of the species being
detected with this score * a prior. Potential priors include occupancy
probability, phenological encounter probability.' ,
`fldCutoffValue` DECIMAL(5,3) NULL ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkResultID`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblSpeciesResults_tblTemplates1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkTemplateID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblTemplate` (`pkTemplateID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblResults_tblSurvey1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkSurveyID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblSurvey` (`pkSurveyID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblResults_tblPerson1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkPersonID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblPerson` (`pkPersonID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Table to store the results of findPeaks().';
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblSpeciesResults_tblTemplates1_idx` ON
`acoustics`.`tblResult` (`fkTemplateID` ASC) ;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblResults_tblSurvey1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblResult`
(`fkSurveyID` ASC) ;
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CREATE INDEX `fk_tblResults_tblPerson1_idx` ON `acoustics`.`tblResult`
(`fkPersonID` ASC) ;
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblPersonContact`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblPersonContact` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblPersonContact` (
`fkPersonID` INT NOT NULL COMMENT 'This field is a foreign key that is
linked to tblPerson, and references a person\\\'s PKPersonID.' ,
`fldContactInfo` VARCHAR(45) NOT NULL COMMENT 'The value is the contact
value itself; e.g., 802-123-4567 or johndoe@gmail.com.' ,
`fldContactType` ENUM('Work Phone','Cell Phone','Email') NULL COMMENT 'The
contact type is restricted to an enumerated list. Options listed include
Work Phone, Cell Phone, and Email, those this can be expanded if desired.' ,
PRIMARY KEY (`fkPersonID`, `fldContactInfo`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblPersonContact_tblPerson1`
FOREIGN KEY (`fkPersonID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblPerson` (`pkPersonID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB
COMMENT = 'Contact info, including Cell/Work Phone and email. Use xxx-' /*
comment truncated */;
-- ------------------------------------------------------ Table `acoustics`.`tblEvironmentalData`
-- ----------------------------------------------------DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblEvironmentalData` ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `acoustics`.`tblEvironmentalData` (
`pkEnvironmentalData` INT NOT NULL ,
`fldType` ENUM('WindSpd','AirTemp','SkyCode','AtmosPress') NULL ,
`tblCardRecorder_pkCardRecorderID` INT NOT NULL ,
PRIMARY KEY (`pkEnvironmentalData`) ,
CONSTRAINT `fk_tblEvironmentalData_tblCardRecorder1`
FOREIGN KEY (`tblCardRecorder_pkCardRecorderID` )
REFERENCES `acoustics`.`tblCardRecorder` (`pkCardRecorderID` )
ON DELETE NO ACTION
ON UPDATE NO ACTION)
ENGINE = InnoDB;
CREATE INDEX `fk_tblEvironmentalData_tblCardRecorder1_idx` ON
`acoustics`.`tblEvironmentalData` (`tblCardRecorder_pkCardRecorderID` ASC) ;
SET SQL_MODE=@OLD_SQL_MODE;
SET FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=@OLD_FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS;
SET UNIQUE_CHECKS=@OLD_UNIQUE_CHECKS;
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The latest version of R for Windows is available at http://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/.
Make sure that you have administrative rights to your computer, and then double-click the
installer file. Run the installation using the default options; this will install the 32 bit version if
you have a 32-bit operating system, and both the 32- and 64-bit versions if you have a 64 bit
operating system.
Once R installs, launch the program and select Packages… Set CRAN Mirror. A window will
open, select the location nearest to you.
Select Packages… Install Packages. In the window that appears, select all the packages you
might need (hold down the “Ctrl” key to select multiple packages) and click “OK”:
1. tuneR
2. plyr
3. RODBC
When asked if you’d like to use a personal library, click “Yes”, and allow R to create the
personal library, if needed. R will download the packages.
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Database interactions in orange.
Inputs and outputs in blue.
Template manipulation in black.
Core analysis in red.

